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Packaging of foods extends their shelf-life by decelerating 
deteriorative changes, such as spoilage and dehydration, 
arising from environmental conditions and offering protec-
tion from contamination. Polymeric films such as polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) and polyethylene terephthalateand (PET) are 
commonly used in post-harvest packaging of fruit and vegeta-
bles.1 Numerous applications of hyperspectral imaging (HSI) 
have been presented for quality evaluation of food and pharma-
ceutical products.2–4 Hyperspectral imaging of food products 
through packaging would be useful for post-harvest quality 
evaluation and verification, eliminating the need to remove 
such products from packaging prior to testing. In  addition, 

performing laboratory-based HSI experiments on packaged 
food products would reduce the effect of the ambient environ-
ment on the sample’s properties.

In a recent paper, the authors investigated the spectral and 
spatial effects that may be encountered when acquiring hyper-
spectral images of objects covered in polymeric film.5 Typical 
polymer films used for food packaging transmit approxi-
mately 90% of light in the visible–near infrared [vis–NIr 
(400–1000 nm)] wavelength range. Although such films do not 
exhibit strong absorbance features in this wavelength range, 
changes in the optical path length of light transmitted through 
the film leads to interference fringes6 that may distort spectral 
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data obtained from both point spectroscopy and hyperspectral 
imaging experiments. Transmitted light becomes scattered 
by multiple reflections at the air–film–air interfaces. Typically, 
a portion of light will be specularly reflected from the film 
surface and this combines with light diffusely reflected from 
the sample, which may reduce the overall integrity of informa-
tion contained in the hyperspectral image. The effect of film 
orientation on scattering is considerable and this may not 
always be well defined in most practical situations. Therefore, 
there is a need for pre-processing methods applicable to HSI 
data that can overcome the scattering effects arising when 
objects are imaged through film.

Chemometric techniques for analysis of multivariate data 
such as principal components analysis (PCA) and partial 
least squares (PLS) are often combined with spectral pre-
processing methods such as standard normal variate (SNV), 
 multiplicative scatter correction (MSC), detrending and 
derivative pre- treatment. These pre-processing methods are 
frequently used in point spectroscopy to reduce scattering 
effects.7 Multivariate image analysis (MIA) extends chemo-
metric techniques, developed originally for the analysis of 
point spectra, to multivariate imaging data including multi-
spectral8–11 and hyperspectral4,12 images. Hyperspectral 
imaging can, in turn, offer new insights into chemometric 
techniques. fearn et. al.13 recently demonstrated that the pre-
treatments SNV and MSC behave very differently to each other 
when applied to HSI data; something that was not immediately 
obvious when considering point spectra.14 Through analysis of 
the geometry of each pre-treatment on simulated data, they 
showed that SNV tends to induce curved structures in PC 
scores space while MSC tends to result in outliers. The aim 
of this paper is to explore the use of spectral pre-processing 
methods for compensation of the effects encountered when 
acquiring hyperspectral images of samples covered in poly-
meric packaging film.

Materials and methods
Packaging films
PVC packaging film of 18 ± 1 µm thickness (“Lin-Wrap” film, 
Linpac Plastics Ltd, Birmingham, uK) and PET packaging film 
of 30 ± 1 µm thickness (Dupont Plastics Ltd, Stevenage, uK) 
was used in all experiments. These films are typically used for 
packaging of foods (for example, fruit, vegetables and frozen 
products) and are also commonly used in packaging of phar-
maceutical products.

Samples studied
To examine the effect of polymer films on hyperspectral 
imaging data, a selection of samples were tested as described 
below:
1. to represent a flat, uniform, highly-reflecting sample, a white 
tile (Ceram research Ltd, Stoke-on-Trent, uK) was used;
2. to represent samples absorbing light in the visible wave-
length range, red and green paper samples cut from paint 

colour reference sheets were used (fleetwood Ltd, Virginia, 
Co. Cavan, Ireland, product code: AC 48, AC 88);
3. to represent food products with spectral response in the 
vis–NIr wavelength region, mushroom samples [Agaricus 
bisporus spp. grown in Teagasc research Centre (Kinsealy, 
Co. Dublin, Ireland)] and a pear (purchased in a local super-
market) were employed. The former was packaged in PVC and 
the latter in PET film.

Hyperspectral image 
 acquisition
The hyperspectral imaging system (Spectral Scanner, DV 
optics, Padua, Italy) used in this research consisted of a high 
performance CCD camera (580 × 580 pixels), spectrograph 
(Specim V10E, Spectral Imaging Ltd., oulu, finland) attached 
to the camera covering the spectral range between 400 nm and 
1000 nm, a zoom lens, tungsten halogen light source trans-
mitted through a fibre-optic line light covered with a diffusing 
column, moving translation stage and a computer to acquire 
the images.5 only spectral data in the 445–945 nm wavelength 
region was used in the analysis due to low efficiency of the 
light source and CCD beyond this region.

A two-point reflectance calibration was performed on the 
HSI data; the bright response (“W”) was obtained by collecting 
a hypercube from a uniform white ceramic, the reflectance 
of which was calibrated against a tile of certified reflectance 
(Ceram research Ltd, uK); the dark response (“dark”) was 
acquired by turning off the light source, completely covering 
the lens with its cap and recording the camera response. 
The corrected reflectance value (R) was calculated from the 
measured signal (“I”) on a pixel-by-pixel basis as shown 
below:

 Ri = (Ii − dark) / (Wi − dark) 

where i is the pixel index, i.e. i = 1, 2, 3,…, n and n is the total 
number of pixels.

Mean reflectance spectra of each sample studied were 
obtained from hyperspectral images by interactively selecting 
rectangular regions (containing ~100 × 100 pixels) from the 
mean image of each sample.

In order to approximate a flat film surface and to avoid varia-
tions due to changes in sample position between scans, a 
sheet of each film 30 × 50 cm in size was attached to a card-
board frame. Hyperspectral images of each sample were first 
obtained without the film; immediately afterwards, the sample 
was scanned underneath the film. The film was placed above 
the sample (with approximately 1 cm gap of air between the 
sample and film) on the translation stage so that it moved 
along the scanning direction with the sample. 

Data analysis
All image and spectroscopic analyses were carried out in 
Matlab (Version 7, The MathWorks Inc., Massachusetts, uSA). 
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false colour rGB images were obtained by concatenating 
image planes at 460 nm (blue), 550 nm (green) and 650 nm 
(red). Mean hyperspectral images were obtained by averaging 
the pixel response over the wavelength range. Data obtained 
from hyperspectral images were subjected to common spec-
tral pre-processing methods as described in Table 1. PCA can 
be applied to spectral data to form linear combinations of the 
individual wavelengths in directions of maximal variance. As 
such, PCA is a useful tool for identifying clusters in multi-
dimensional data. PCA was applied to the hyperspectral data 
after unfolding (from a three-dimensional hypercube struc-
ture to a two-dimensional matrix of spectra) and PC eigen-
vectors or loadings were applied to hyperspectral images to 
construct PC score images.10 PC score “difference” images 
were obtained by subtracting PC scores of samples imaged in 
the presence and absence of film. unless otherwise indicated, 
PCA was applied to data from each image separately.

Results and discussion
relatively homogeneous and flat samples (white tile, red and 
green paper) were initially examined in order to investigate the 
effects of the selected pre-treatments. false colour images of 

the flat samples, imaged in the absence and presence of each 
film, are shown in figure 1(a). Due to reflection of light from 
the surface of the film, the objects covered in PVC appeared 
lighter in colour compared to those imaged without the film. 
The PET film clearly had a greater effect on the image than 
the PVC; surface topography of the film resulted in regions 
of image lightening and darkening. Histograms of the mean 
hyperspectral image of each sample are also shown [figure 
1(b)]. In the case of the image taken in the absence of film, 
four distinct peaks are evident in the histogram, representing 
each object present in the image (i.e. background, white tile, 
red paper, green paper). Shifts to higher intensity pixel values, 
accompanied by changes in histogram shape, are evident in 
the histograms of the images taken in the presence of each 
film, with a substantially greater shift occurring for the PET 
than for the PVC film. This is due to additional scattering of 
light from the film surface back towards the detector. 

Considering the mean spectrum of each region [plotted in 
figure 1(c)], it can be seen that the films resulted in increased 
reflectance values for each object at all wavelengths and 
the effect of the film was different for the different objects 
examined; the amount of specular reflection was relatively 
high for the red paper covered in PET film [see figure 1 (a)]; 
this may be related to its thickness (around 30% thicker than 
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Figure 1. (a) False colour RGB images of white tile, red and green paper in (i) the absence of packaging film, (ii) the presence of PVC 
packaging film, (iii) the presence of PET packaging film; (b) mean hyperspectral image histograms for samples shown in (a), where 
the blue line = image taken in the absence of film, the red line = image taken in the presence of PVC film, green line = image taken in 
the presence of PET film; (c) mean spectra of (i) white tile, (ii) red paper and (iii) green paper imaged in the absence of film (blue line), 
in the presence of PVC film (red line) and in the presence of PET film (green line); (d) PC1 and PC2 scores for all spectra analysed 
together, where blue = white tile, red = red paper and green = green paper; colour intensity is related to the presence/absence of packag-
ing film where the brightest intensity relates to its absence and the darkest to the presence of PET film.
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the PVC) and also due to the non-flatness of the PET film 
leading to multiple surface reflections.4

In order to further investigate the effect of the films on 
the acquired images, the spectra from each region and film 
 presence/absence combination were combined into a single 
matrix on which PCA was applied. The resultant principal 
component (PC) scores are shown in figure 1(d). Each object 
(i.e. white tile, red paper, green paper) is clearly separated in 
PC1–PC2 scores space and, within each object, the different 
imaging conditions examined (i.e. no film, PVC film, PET film) 
are clearly distinguishable. Noticeably, the spread of pixel 
values in PC score space is increased in the presence of the 
film. This may be related to surface scattering of light by the 
film; the PET film had the greatest effect on the pixel spectra 
in this respect. Different spectral pre-treatments (described in 
Table 1) were applied to the data, prior to performing PCA, in 
order to explore their effects on pixel distributions in PC score 
space (figure 2).

All pre-treatments studied resulted in a decrease in the 
percentage variance explained by the first two PCs from 99% 
(when no pre-treatment was applied) to 60–80%. This is a 
common feature of hyperspectral data in which the majo-
rity of variability, usually representing multi plicative effects 
and baseline shifts originating from  variability in light inten-
sity, calibration and sample morphology, is extracted in the 
first PC. Application of spectral pre- treatments decreases or 
removes such variability. The objective of applying the selected 
pre-treatments was to decrease the variability in the data 
caused by the presence of the film while preserving the vari-
ability due to inherent sample differences. In PC scores space, 
this amounts to maintaining the distance between clusters 
of pixels belonging to different objects while at the same 
time decreasing the spread between clusters of the same 
object due to the film. SNV [figure 3(a)] performed well in 

this respect for the red and green paper but did not effectively 
decrease film-related variability for the white tile. Due to the 
flat spectrum of the white tile (figure 1), the standard devia-
tion of each spectrum is small compared to the other mate-
rials; this results in a greater spread in PC score space after 
SNV pre-treatment. Both MSC and extended  multiplicative 
scatter correction (EMSC) resulted in large outliers in PC 
scores space; the tendency of MSC to produce such effects 
is well described by fearn et al.13 The outliers correspond to 
spectra that lie nearly orthogonal to the reference spectrum 
used in MSC, resulting in a slope near to zero.

The SG1 pre-treatment decreased film-related variability for 
the white tile but was less effective at doing so for the red and 
green paper. Application of SG1 followed by SNV appeared to 
be a promising pre-treatment, decreasing the variability due to 
the film while maintaining object-to-object variability. However, 
this combination of pre-treaments resulted in some distortion 
in the shape of pixel clusters observed in PC score space. The 
application of SG1 alone resulted in narrow, vertically inclined 
clusters; SNV alone resulted in more curved cluster shapes. 
The curved cluster shapes induced by SNV are expected, 
according to the geometric treatment of the behaviour of SNV 
in PC scores space given by fearn et al.13 The combination of 
SG1 followed by SNV resulted in ellipsoidal cluster shapes. 
The induced distortion in pixel distribution may affect clas-
sification methods (for example, Mahalanobis distance) that 
assume normal distribution of scores.13 Changing the order of 
the pre-treatments (i.e. SNV followed by SG1) resulted in over-
lapping clusters; this combination decreased the variability 
due to the film but also removed the variability due to inherent 
sample differences, which is undesirable. The application of 
SG2 had a similar effect.

Detrending seemed to have a similar effect to SG1, decreasing 
film-related variability for the white tile but not for the red and 

Abbreviation Description
SNV Standard normal variate12,14

MSC Multiplicative scatter correction12,13

EMSC Extended multiplicative scatter correction15

SG1 1st Derivative Savitsky–Golay (window size = 15, polynomial order = 3)11

D Detrending (2nd order polynomial)16,17

SG2 2nd Derivative Savitsky–Golay (window size = 15, polynomial order = 3)11

SG1+ SNV SG1 followed by SNV
SNV + SG1 SNV followed by SG1
D + SNV D followed by SNV
SNV + D SNV followed by D
SG1 + D SG1 followed by D
D+SG1 D followed by SG1
D+SG1+SNV D followed by SG1 followed by SNV
SG1+D+SNV SG1 followed by D followed by SNV
D+SNV+SG1 D followed by SNV followed by SG1

Table 1. Description of spectral pre-processing methods employed.
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Figure 2. PC1 and PC2 scores for spectra of white tile, green paper and red paper (analysed together) after applying different spec-
tral pre-processing methods (described in Table 1) where blue = white tile, red = red paper and green = green paper; colour intensity is 
related to the presence/absence of packaging film where the brightest intensity relates to its absence and the darkest to the presence 
of PET film.
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green paper. Detrend (D) followed by SNV was another  promising 
combination, decreasing variability due to the films while main-
taining object-to-object variability. reversing the order of this 
combination resulted in overlapping of the clusters representing 
the green and white samples. SG1 followed by D and the reverse 
order combination of these two pre-treatments also performed 
relatively well, resulting in some overlap in pixels of the same 
object imaged in different films while also maintaining object-
to-object variability. The three best performing pre-treatments 
(D, SG1 and SNV) were also combined in different orders and 
applied to the data. However, although these combinations 
decreased the variability due to the films, they generally led to 

reduced separation of the different objects in score space and 
will not, therefore, be discussed further here.

Based on the preceding visual analysis of PC score plots, 
candidates for suitable pre-processing methods meriting 
further investigation were selected as: SG1, SG1+SNV, D+SG1 
and D+SNV. Although the score plots shown in figure 2 were 
helpful in selecting candidate pre-treatments, they do not 
allow visualisation of pixel density within the clusters. The 
use of histograms to visualise PC scores is preferable in this 
respect, enabling improved visualisation of the distribution of 
pixel values for a particular PC. Histograms of PC1–3 scores 
for each candidate pre-treatment are shown in figure 3. All 

 

 

Figure 3.  

Figure 3. Histograms of 1st, 2nd and 3rd PC scores shown in Figure 3 (where blue = no film, red = PVC film, green = PET film) for best per-
forming pre-treatments (see Table 1 for meaning of abbreviations). The y-axis in each plot refers to the number of pixels and the x-axis 
to pixel or score value). Percentage explained variance in each PC is also shown.
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pre-treatments performed well on PC3, leading to overlapping 
histograms, indicating similar distribution of pixels in the PC3 
score space in the absence or presence of film.

Considering PC1 and PC2 scores, SG1+SNV and D+SNV 
performed better than the other two candidates, leading to 
more overlapping of histograms.
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Figure 4.  
Figure 4. Red and green paper imaged in the absence and presence of PET film with a hole in the centre. PC1 and PC2 score images 
of non-pre-treated, first derivative Savitzky–Golay followed by standard normal variate (SG1+SNV) and detrending followed by SNV 
(D+SNV) pre-treated data. Percentage variance of each PC, loadings, PC score histograms and difference images (film–no film) are also 
shown. The blue line refers to “no film” and the red line to “film”.
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In order to further test the performance of the SG1+SNV 
and D+SNV pre-treatments, two further images of the red and 
green paper were obtained: one in the absence of film and 
another in the presence of PET film but, this time, the film 
contained a hole in its centre (figure 4). The hole was inten-
tionally placed so that it covered portions of both the red and 
green paper. Should the proposed pre-treatments compen-
sate for the film’s presence, the hole should not be evident in 
subsequent PC scores images. In the presence of the film, a 
line is visible on the right-hand side of the green paper. This 
may appear, at first glance, to be a tear in the film; however, it 
is an image artefact caused by a slight curve in the film. PCA 
was applied to each image individually. The PC loadings for 
the non-pre-treated data are similar for the sample imaged 
with and without film. However, due to the spectral differences 
between the film and non-covered samples, their PC scores 
are very different, as evidenced in the histograms and PC 
score images shown. Score images for the non-pre-treated 
data reveal numerous image artefacts in the film-covered 
sample. These artefacts are more clearly evident in the differ-
ence images (also shown in figure 4) and make the flat paper 
seem highly inhomogenous due to surface reflection where 
the film is present.

After application of the SG1+SNV pre-treatment, the score 
images for the samples imaged in the absence of film and in 
its presence became nearly identical to each other and arte-
facts due to the film’s presence are hardly visible. Histograms 
of the score images confirm this. The hole is not evident in the 
film-covered sample. However, the loadings of the 2nd PC are 
not identical for film- and non-covered samples. The difference 
images exhibit some residual evidence of the film; however, 
this is very slight compared with that of the  non-pre-treated 
image. The D+SNV pre-treatment was also successful in 
decreasing the effect of the film on this sample. However, the 
D+SNV pre-treatment required more computational time (40 s 
for 20,000 pixel spectra) compared to SG1+SNV (4 s for 20,000 
pixel spectra); this may limit its practicability for processing 
larger amounts of data. for this reason, only the SG1+SNV 
pre-treatment is considered in the following sections.

In order to further investigate the appropriateness of the 
selected pre-treatment (SG1+SNV), hyperspectral images of 
food samples were obtained in the absence and presence of film. 
Mushrooms were imaged in PVC film and the pear was imaged 
in PET film. PCA was performed separately on each image, with 
and without SNV and SG1 pre-treatment. Principal component 
score images of the samples are shown in figures 5 and 6; 
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Figure 5. Mushrooms imaged in the absence and presence of PVC film. PC1 and PC2 score images of non-pre-treated and first deriva-
tive Savitzky–Golay followed by standard normal variate (SG1+SNV) pre-treated data. Percentage variance of each PC, loadings, PC 
score histograms and difference images (film–no film) are also shown. The blue line refers to “no film” and the red line to “film”.
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regions of surface damage on each sample can be observed as 
dark brown regions in the PC images of the samples imaged 
without film. The non-homogenous effect of each film over the 
sample surface is evident in the score images of the non-pre-
treated data and image artefacts introduced by the films are 
clearly evident in the PC difference images.

In the case of mushrooms, the PC loadings for samples 
imaged in film were similar to those imaged without film. 
However, similar to the previous example (figure 4), the 
resulting score images were very different. This is evidenced 
in the score images, histograms and difference images. The 
PC1 difference image shows an artefact along the centre of 
the mushroom samples, caused by the presence of the film. 
The PC2 image, however, does not seem to be affected by 
this artefact. After application of SG1+SNV pre-treatment, PC 
loadings became similar, though not identical, in shape for the 
film- and non-covered samples. The PC score images for film- 
and non-covered samples are more similar to each other than 
in the absence of pre-treatment, as is evidenced in the histo-
grams and difference images. Again, some small residual 
effects of the film are visible in the difference image of the 
PC1 score image, but this is minor compared with the arte-

fact present in the non-pre-treated PC1 image of the sample 
imaged in the film.

The PET film had a far greater effect on the image of the pear 
than did the PVC film on the image of the mushrooms. This 
could be related to the greater thickness of the PET film and its 
surface topography, as previously observed (figure 1). The effect 
of the film is clear in the PC loading plots, which exhibit larger 
differences between film- and non-covered samples than in the 
previous examples given (figures 4 and 5). The resultant PC1 
and PC2 score images for the non-pre-treated data indicate 
the presence of a bruise in the centre of the pear, most clearly 
evident in the PC2 image of the non-covered pear (figure 6). 
This bruise is almost completely masked by an  artefact caused 
by the presence of the film. This artefact is visible in the PC1 and 
PC2 images of the film-covered sample when no pre-treatment 
was applied. The PC score images of the film and non-covered 
pear, obtained after applying the SG1+SNV pre-treatment, are 
very similar to each other and the bruised region on the pear 
surface is no longer obscured by the film-induced artefact; it is 
easily identifiable as dark regions on the PC1 and PC2 images. 
Application of the SG1+SNV pre-treatment also seemed to 
reduce the effect of sample curvature in the PC score images, 
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Figure 6.  
Figure 6. Pear imaged in the absence and presence of PET film. Principal PC1 and PC2 score images of non-pre-treated and first 
derivative Savitzky–Golay followed by standard normal variate (SG1+SNV) pre-treated data. Percentage variance of each PC, loadings, 
PC score histograms and difference images (film–no film) are also shown. The blue line refers to “no film” and the red line to “film”.
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which may be useful for preventing misclassification of darker 
edge regions in images. Loading curves for film- and non-
covered samples became more similar to each other after the 
SG1+SNV pre-treatment and the PC score image histograms 
also became more similar. The difference images showed some 
residual evidence of the film in PC1; however, this was not the 
case for PC2.

Conclusions
Spectral pre-treatments can be applied to reduce the effect 
of film on the detected response in hyperspectral images 
of samples covered in polymer packaging film and their 
performance can be examined in PC score space. A combi-
nation of commonly used spectral pre-processing methods, 
i.e. SG1+SNV and D+SNV, decreased the effect of the film on 
hyperspectral imaging data, producing similar score space 
distributions for pixel spectra from non-covered and film-
covered samples. Applying such pre-processing methods to 
hyperspectral images of food samples reduced the  presence 
of artefacts due to the film and had the added benefit of 
decreasing spectral variability introduced by sample curva-
ture.
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